
TESCO MALAYSIA SWOT ANALYSIS

Swot Analysis for Tesco Malaysia. WordsMar 7, Pages. Tesco is one of the three major international retail chains in the
market. More than 

With strategic decision-making and effective marketing tools, Tesco can increase its revenues and compete
effectively with its rivals. Explore more about the company in this article and learn facts and figures through
its SWOT analysis. Interest rate: Lower interest rates than compared to previous years provides an opportunity
for Tesco to undergo expansion projects that are financed with loans at a cheaper interest rate. The matrix is
not an end as it does not show how to achieve the objectives. Tesco has a well-established IT system that
ensures efficiency in its internal and external operations. Low-cost strategy â€” Although Tesco is the price
leader in the UK market, its low-cost strategy can lead to reduced profit margins. Green government drive: this
provides an opportunity for Tesco for the sale of Tesco's products to federal and state government contractors.
The decision making is highly centralized, and decisions by teams need to be approved by certain officials.
This reliance on a few products makes Tesco vulnerable to external threats if these few products suffer for any
reason. This study explored the competition inside the retail industry in Malaysia. This means that there is an
opportunity for Tesco to expand their presence online; by using the internet to interact with its customers.
TESCO have very secured market position in the global market. Baker, M. It also involves estimating the
probability of an event occurring in the external environment. If you need help with something similar, please
submit your details here. Social media users are increasing worldwide. Strong branding 2. Its revenue is
increasing every year because of the addition of new stores in its operational chain. European Journal of Forest
Research, 3 ,  One big threat that Tesco faces is the takeover of Asda by Wal-Mart. It has to pay large amounts
of rent on these adding to its costs. In recent times Tesco is trying to do some online selling. Resolve legal and
financial matters including high debts, tax payments, and credit card crunches. Inflation in the economy is
expected to remain low. In addition there is still opportunity to develop Tesco brand in Asia and other
international markets. Stockwell, a partner in the firm of tea suppliers, and the first two letters of Cohen. Take
customer feedback regarding the launches of new ads and schemes. Threats Tesco also faces many threats. Its
products have maintained quality over the years and are still valued by customers, who find it as good value
for the amount of money that they pay. This lists down the Strengths-Opportunities SO strategies that involve
using strengths to take advantage of opportunities. The factors listed down in a SWOT analysis may be
overemphasized by the company. A growing number of stores â€” From 3, stores in , Tesco now operates 6,
grocery retail stores worldwide.


